Communication

Across
3. All forms of communication between people that take place though some computer
4. Communication between a speaker and an audience, ranges in size
6. Medium through which the message passes
9. Receiving messages
10. Communication from one source to many receivers
13. Conscious of your reason for thinking or behaving
15. Everyone and everything is constantly changing
17. Signals transmitted from source to receiver
18. Communication that proceeds by question and answer
19. Occur at the same time
20. Communication you have with yourself

Down
1. Communication that takes place within an organization among members of the organization
2. Message that refers to another message
5. Does not take place in real time
7. Using more than one language in a conversation
8. Information you provide before sending your primary message
11. Between two or small group of persons
12. Communication between and among people
14. Communication among members of groups of about five to ten people
16. Producing messages